Monday 11th June 2018

This week your child will be learning about
Maths

Counting objects in groups of 2 and 5

Literacy/ Phonics

Reading and writing all of the tricky words and sounds learnt this year.
Practising writing simple caption and sentences using finger spaces and full stops
Writing stories.
Making fact books.

Topic

Learning about Nocturnal animals
Making shadow puppets
Shadow drawings

Things you could do at home:
●
●
●
●

Find out about nocturnal animals
Act out one of your favourite stories
Put your toys into groups of 2’s or 5s and count them.
Become an author - tell or write your own short story
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Phonics Homework
Letters and tricky
words

Segmenting to spell

Blending to read

Adult to say the word
and children to sound it
out and put the letters in
the correct order on the
blending board to make
the word.

Adult or child to make
the word on the blending
board. Child to say each
sound in the word then
blend them together to
read the word.

sat

as, sat

as, sat

-

pin

at, it, in, pat, tin, sip, tips,
taps

at, it, in, pat, tin, sip, tips,
taps

-

mdg

dig , mat, gas, mist, pigs,
pads

dig , mat, gas, mist, pigs,
pads

-

o c k I

on, got, cat, kit, pots,
caps, kids

on, got, cat, kit, pots,
caps, kids

ck e u the

up, cup, duck, peck, tick,
pocket, ticket

up, cup, duck, peck, tick,
pocket, ticket

The ticket man.
Ducks in the pond.

r h b to

rag, hot, back, rust, hats,
bugs, rocket

rag, hot, back, rust, hats,
bugs, rocket

Run to the top.
Bugs on the bed.

f l ff ll ss no go

of, off, fun, log, huff, bell,
kiss, fist, legs

of, off, fun, log, huff, bell,
kiss, fist, legs

No lids on the pans.
Go and fill the pot.

j v w we me be

jet, vet, win, just, vest,
went, seven, windmill,

jet, vet, win, just, vest,
went, seven, windmill,

We went to the vet.

x y z zz

box, yet, zip, buzz, next

box, yet, zip, buzz, next

The box went fizz .

qu ch sh he she

quick, chop, ship, quest,
chips, fishes, children,
freshness

quick, chop, ship, quest,
chips, fishes, children,
freshness

He went to the chip
shop.
She went on a quest.

th ng was

with, ring, strong, tenth,
things, brushing, thinking

with, ring, strong, tenth,
things, brushing, thinking

It was fun to sing with
Zed.
She was as strong as an
ox.

ai ee igh

nail, feet, right, plain,
street, flight, pondweed,
raining, higher

nail, feet, right, plain,
street, flight, pondweed,
raining, higher

Fred and Brett spent a
week in spain.
The dog jumped up high.

oa oo you

boat, foot, mood, float,
spoon, looking, groaning

boat, foot, mood, float,
spoon, looking, groaning

Can you go to the moon?
Can you go on the
tugboat?

ar or ur

far, for, fur, part, torch,
turn burnt, sport, smart

far, for, fur, part, torch,
turn burnt, sport, smart

You will need a torch in
the dark.
Turn on the tap.

ow oi they

cow, coin, gown, crown,
spoil, pointing

cow, coin, gown, crown,
spoil, pointing

They put the coins in a
bag.
The clown did tricks.

ear air all

ears, pair, spear,
nearest, unfair

ears, pair, spear,
nearest, unfair

Give children these
letters only to choose
from. Put the rest of the
letters away into the
envelope.

Captions/Sentences
to read and write
Children can read the
caption independently.
Adult to repeatedly say
the sentence and
children to sound it out
and write it down.

I sat on a mat.

The man had black hair.
I can hop all night.
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